
SP-SRI3
Immersive Surround

The SP-SRI3 is a passive 2-way surround loudspeaker for immersive audio as 
well as 5.1/7.1 cinema applications.
ATMOS® installations can consist of SP-SRI3 solely or alongside our SP-SRI1 
or SP-SRI2. This enables multiplex cinemas with ATMOS® as well as 5.1/7.1 
auditoriums to have a consistent visual appearance. 
The SP-SRI3 consists of a certified safety point for mounting over the audience. 
We provide a selection of matched saftey kits as well as a very unique surround 
sound insulation kit to minimise the amount of impact sound on the adjacent 
rooms.
Additional accessories consist of two different wall brackets and ceiling bra-
ckets.

•	Passive,	2-Way	Surround	Loudspeaker
•	Bassreflex
•	8“	Woofer	+	1“	Horndriver
•	250W/500W	(AES/Program)
•	85	x	55°	Dispersion

COMPACT	DIMENSIONS	
The SP-SRI3 achieves all requirements for immersive 
audio as well as 5.1/7.1 installations.

VERSATILE	MOUNTING	OPTIONS	
We can provide different wall brackets so the SP-SRI3 
architecturally integrates very nicely.

CEILING	PLACEMENT	
Special ceiling brackets with tilt possibility as well as 
safety lines matched to the SP-SRI3 are available.

DESCRIPTION

Soundparc®	is	a	brand	of	Audio-Ciné	AG

   the real 
CINEMA	SOUND	       sensation.



SP-SRI3

TECHNICAL	SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response 75 – 19‘000 Hz
Sensitivity (SPL 1W/m) 95 dB
Nominal Impedance 8 Ω
Dispersion (H x V) 85 x 55°
Power Handling (AES/Program/Peak) 250W / 500W / 1000W

System Passive, 2-Weg, Fullrange, Bassreflex
LF Driver 8“
HF Driver 1“ Horn
Terminal Spring-loaded
Dimensions (W x H X D) 352 x 552 x 275 mm
Net Weight 12.5 kg

ACCESSORIES
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WALL	BRACKETS
Straight and cropped versions 
give minimum distance to wall for 
architecturally ideal setup.

CEILING	BRACKET	
Especially for immersive audio with 
tilt in 5° steps and various moun-
ting holes.

SAFETY	LINES
Certified and matched to speaker 
weight and available in different 
lenghts.

   the real 
CINEMA	SOUND	       sensation.
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SOUND	INSULATION	KIT
Minimises the amount of impact 
sound on adjacent rooms.


